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Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) Fifth Edition (5e) Monsters. A comprehensive list of all official monsters for Fifth Edition.

There is a likelihood that this article contains material not suited for young people and in general holds topics
that are upsetting. If you only wish to read about the basic inspiration choices for the Monster High characters
and creatures, go to Dragons in Monster High. A dragon is a legendary creature, typically with serpentine or
reptilian traits, that features in the myths of many cultures. There are two distinct cultural traditions of
dragons: While in modern and middle aged tales dragons are connected with fire, old mythologies dragons are
connected to water. Unlike in European dragons who are picture to be evil, most of the Asian dragons are kind
hearted. Contents [ show ] Description Dragons have scaly bodies and tails. European dragons have wings on
their backs and Chinese dragons do not. European dragons are reptilian in appearance and Chinese dragons are
serpentine in appearance. All dragons breathe fire. Chinese dragons, like Jinafire Long and her family, have a
humanoid appearance with golden scales on their bodies and tails. The Greek and Latin term referred to any
great serpent, not necessarily mythological, and this usage was also current in English up to the 18th century.
The words "snake" and "dragons" in most cultures have the same root form. Western dragons Greek In
Ancient Greece the first mention of a "dragon" is derived from the Iliad where Agamemnon is described as
having a blue dragon motif on his sword belt and an emblem of a three-headed dragon on his breast plate.
European European dragons exist in folklore and mythology among the overlapping cultures of Europe.
Dragons are generally depicted as living in rivers or having an underground lair or cave. They are commonly
described as having hard or armoured hide, and are rarely described as flying, despite often being depicted
with wings. European dragons are usually depicted as evil beings. These words are masculine forms of the
Slavic word for "snake", which are normally feminine like Russian zmeya. In Romania, there is a similar
figure, derived from the Slavic dragon and named zmeu. Exclusively in Polish and Belarusian folklore, as well
as in the other Slavic folklores, a dragon is also called variously , , or smok. In South Slavic folklores, the
same thing is also called lamya , j, lamja. Although quite similar to other European dragons, Slavic dragons
have their peculiarities. Russian dragons usually have heads in multiples of three. In Ukraine and Russia, a
particular dragon-like creature, Zmey Gorynych, has three heads and spits fire. According to one bylina, Zmey
Gorynych was killed by bogatyr Dobrynya Nikitich. Eastern dragons Chinese dragons In China, depiction of
the dragon traditional: Japanese dragon myths amalgamate native legends with imported stories about dragons
from China, Korea and India. The style of the dragon was heavily influenced by the Chinese dragon. Like
these other Asian dragons, most Japanese ones are water deities associated with rainfall and bodies of water,
and are typically depicted as large, wingless, serpentine creatures with clawed feet. Vietnam dragons
Vietnamese dragons Vietnamese: According to an ancient creation myth, the Vietnamese people are
descended from a dragon and a fairy. To Vietnamese people, the dragon brings rain, essential for agriculture.
It represents the emperor, the prosperity and power of the nation. Like the Chinese dragon, the Vietnamese
dragon is the symbol of yang, representing the universe, life, existence, and growth. Monster High There are
five distinguishable dragons in the Monster High universe: Jinafire Long and Sylphia Flapper , who are
Jinafire Long, a Chinese dragon sapient dragons, and Smokey , the Facebook dragon, and the pool dragon,
who are pet dragons. There is also a dragon included in the Create-A-Monster lineup. It is known that most
dragon characters have the ability to breath fire unlike in both Asian and European myths of dragons.
According to Ghoulfriends Forever , European dragons are inherently scale- and tailless, but they have a deep
desire to own a lair.
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Contents[show] This is a list of Dragon-Type Monster Cards. For a list of support cards, see List of Dragon-Type support
cards. For a list of anti-support cards, see List of Dragon-Type.

Fiends cannot be reasoned with unless the price of their cooperation is your very soul. At the bottom of the
fiend food chain, you have lemures. These are living piles of rotting flesh that look like puddles of pink skin.
A lemure is created when a soul is banished to the underworld for the crimes it committed in life and is
transformed into a horrific new body as punishment. Atropal An atropal might not be the most powerful
creature on this list but it is easily the most fearsome to look at. This is due to the fact that an atropal is a
stillborn God which has transformed into an incredibly powerful undead monstrosity. The mere sight of an
atropal is enough to terrify even the bravest of adventurers, as it resembles the corpse of a giant baby that still
has umbilical cords hanging from its body. This is due to its range of powerful magical spells, as well as the
powerful aura of negative energy surrounding its body that instantly inflicts ten negative levels upon anyone
stupid enough to engage the creature in melee combat. Engaging an atropal in melee combat will also give it a
chance to drain your life force. An atropal possesses the ability to permanently drain five points of
Constitution from a player with a single touch, which will grant the atropal some temporary hit points. This
ritual turns the hand into an undead monster that can be controlled by their creator, who then uses them as
servants or guardians. Crawling claws can be helpful for evil spellcasters who deal with the undead, as it can
be tricky for them to acquire regular familiars, due to the fact that animals are often repelled by the smell of
corpses. At best, you can use a bunch of them to act as a distraction or as a screen while another villain
prepares a spell or trap. The crawling claws cannot even protect their master very well, as they are Tiny-sized
creatures and can easily be bypassed by a player who is determined enough to get past them. There are various
different kinds of giants and they often create their own societies away from the other races. Giants have
occasionally attempted to invade the lands of the smaller folk and have carved out new kingdoms for
themselves, which was akin to hanging a huge sign over their neck that said: They are based on the titans of
Greek mythology, though they lack any divine powers. These are Colossal-sized creatures who wield
hammers that are the size of a building. Elder titans possess some of the most impressive physical stats in the
game, making them incredibly difficult to face in melee combat. This is to say nothing of the impressive range
of spell-like abilities that they can cast for free every day. A group of skeletons armed with some rusty old
weapons will likely prove to be challenging to a party of first-level adventurers. The stats for skeletons scale
with the size of the creature that they were animated from. These go all the way down to Tiny-sized creatures,
which means that it is possible for your party of adventurers to fight a group of skeletons that are the same size
as action figures. Greek mythology is home to some of the most well-known monsters, such as the hydra, the
Medusa, and the Minotaur. These creatures are called the hecatoncheires and they are giants with one-hundred
arms. They resemble a huge mass of humanoids that are all holding greatswords. It can only use all
one-hundred of its attacks against a Huge-size creature or higher. These are worlds where a treasure chest can
be a monster that traps people with its adhesive touch and a carpet can rise up and try to strangle you. You
have to be extra careful when walking outside, as even a puddle of mud can be a monster. This was the case
with the mudmen, who can be found haunting the places where dirt meets water. The mudmen possess the
ability to throw blobs of mud at you, which will lower your movement speed by a whopping one point. If a
mudman manages to make its way into melee range, then it can hurl itself at you and lower your movement
speed by four points. Once your movement speed drops to zero, then you will begin to suffocate. The mudmen
are magically bound to their pool of mud, which means that the only way they can defeat an enemy is if they
walk right into the middle of a dirty puddle. They will then have to score numerous hits in order to prevent the
enemy from running away. Avangion There are no dragons born on the world of Athas. The only way for a
dragon to come into existence is through a long and painful process, which involves a mortal transforming
themselves into a powerful monster. This requires extensive magical rituals and the sacrifice of living beings.
This left a gap that the remaining sorcerer kings were eager to fill, which prompted them to hasten the process
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by which they could become dragons. There exists one being in the world of Athas that could stand up to a
dragon in a straight fight, but no one has yet to complete the transformation into it. An evil being of great
power can turn into a dragon, while a good being can transform into an avangion. In order to even begin the
transformation process, a person needs to reach level twenty as a preserver mage before dual-classing and
reaching level twenty as a psionicist. The steep level requirements alone mean that an Avangion already has
the power of a fortieth level character before you even consider the additional powers they gain from their
transformation, as the aura of light that surrounds their body acts as an almost impenetrable shield against
magic and psionic powers. Cranium Rat A dungeon master who is particularly skittish about their new crop of
players being defeated during their first combat encounter will likely set them up against dire rats. Dire
creatures are intended to be larger and meaner versions of their regular counterparts, which is why you often
see them appearing in low-level adventures. Dire rats are especially commonplace and it seems as if every
innkeeper in the world is willing to offer a few silver pieces to any group of newbie adventurers who will
clean them out of the cellar. If you are worried that even a dire rat might pose too much of a threat to the party,
then you can always pull out their weaker cousin: Cranium rats are created by mind flayers during their
experiments on lower forms of life. Cranium rats can be spotted coming from a mile off, thanks to their
glowing brains, which robs them of the stealth advantage that rats normally possess. They can take a whole
two hit points of damage before going down in combat and can deal a single point of damage back when
pressed into combat. This creature is an engine of destruction and it can crush entire cities in a single rampage.
The Tarrasque is a colossal-sized creature that is resilient to all but the most powerful of attacks. In terms of its
combat ability, the Tarrasque is all about dealing a lot of damage with its multiple attacks per turn. This is
helped by its incredible resilience to damage and its ability to regenerate from wounds at a frightening pace.
The only way you will take this behemoth down is by outpacing it in combat and being more durable, which is
something that only the most powerful of adventurers can accomplish. Shrieker advertising There is a chance
that eating a wild mushroom in real-life will turn out to be a bad idea, as many of them are toxic to human
beings. You also h ave to watch out for man-sized mushrooms, as there is a race of sentient fungus creatures,
called Myconids, some of which pack a mean punch. The real strength of these creatures lies in their ability to
spray poisons that can disable their foes. At the bottom of the mushroom monster food chain, you have the
shrieker. This is a man-sized mushroom that somehow evolved a set of lungs and some vocal cords, as
bringing any sort of light near a shrieker will cause it to emit a terrible scream that will alert everything within
the immediate vicinity. Shriekers can be used as cheap alarm systems for Underdark societies, but they
possess no combat abilities of their own. The only thing a shrieker can do is shriek, which means that it just
exists as a cheap trap to be used against new players. The challenge rating for this creature is sixty-six, putting
it on a level beyond that of most of the Gods in the multiverse. The prismatic dragon also casts spells as if it
were a 38th level sorcerer. What else is there to say about the eldest of the prismatic dragon? Defeating a
prismatic dragon would also represent the ultimate challenge for the actual players, as they would likely expire
from old age before rolling all of the dice necessary to finish an encounter with the creature. Flumph "A
flumph is helpless if turned over. In order to defeat the flump, all you have to do is turn it over, then it
becomes helpless. Let us know in the comments!
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A monster, a monster, I've turned into a monster, A monster, a monster, And it keeps getting stronger. I'm only a man
with a candle to guide me, I'm taking a stand to escape what's inside me.

The game is compatible with the i-Mode adapter for the PlayStation, allowing players to upload monsters to
the i-Mode cellular phone version, Dragon Quest Monsters i. Joker , for the Nintendo DS , was released in
Japan in and was the first in the series to feature 3D graphics. Initially revealed through the publication
Shonen Jump , the game is set around a tournament referred to as the Joker GP. Unlike the other games in the
series, this game has no random battles. Joker 2 was released in Japan on April 28, and in the United States on
September 19, , as revealed at E3 Two cell phone games, Dragon Quest Monsters: Super Light were released
in Japan. Gameplay[ edit ] Although each of the games have distinct differences, they all have similar
gameplay to the main Dragon Quest series. Players control the main character, but, unlike in Dragon Quest,
the main character does not fight. Battles for the first three games are fought in first-person and are turn-based.
Monsters are able to gain experience points just like humans in the main series would and can learn spells and
skills straight from the Dragon Quest games. Joker changed this by allowing players to see enemies on the
field as well as making battles three-dimensional. The player controls up to three monsters at once and their
HP and MP are displayed onscreen. The player can then choose from several options on what to do. As of
Joker 2, there are certain monsters who do take up two or three spaces on party, to fit their size. Typically, the
player does not directly control the monsters and instead gives them suggestions. Charge tells monsters to use
their most direct and powerful attacks. Mixed suggests to monsters to use support abilities, such as shields, stat
enhancements, or summons and Cautious tells monsters to use defensive abilities, such as healing and reviving
spells and abilities that remove harmful stat effects. During battle, the player can select Plan, which allows the
player to change any of the commands. Command gives the player direct control of the party and cannot be
used in arena battles. Fight simply makes monsters follow their set commands. The player can also use items
during battle, many which are from the Dragon Quest games. The party can also attempt to flee random
battles. Basically this means a monster high in one of the three stats will be better at using an attack of that
type and more likely to obey, for example a monster with the Personality type Reckless which is high in
Bravery but low in Prudence and Caring will be more likely to use a Charge attack, whereas a monster with
the Personality type Careful a type high in Caring but low in Bravery and Prudence will be more likely to use
a Cautious attack. Personalities change quickly at lower levels than at higher levels, also monsters with a high
wildness are harder to change personalities. A monster can have one of 27 personalities. Wildness[ edit ]
Another reason monsters might not obey commands is their wildness WLD in the game. A monster with a
high wildness is less likely to obey commands. Newly caught monsters and monsters kept in the farm for long
periods of time will have high wildness. At the end of the battle, there exists a small chance the opposing
monster may join the party. This is true in the first three games. In Dragon Quest Monsters: Joker, the player
can actively scout for monsters during battle. Unlike previous games in the series, this is a battle command,
and not the result of using items in battle. The player can make any number of scouting attempts during a
battle, until the monster decides to join, or takes offense. Success depends on the relative strengths of the
monsters making the attempt versus the relative defense of the monster that is being scouted. The parent
monsters would disappear after breeding. Caravan Heart changed the system, instead using Monster Hearts to
create new monsters. Joker returned to the first system, although the name was changed to Synthesizing.
However, On the original Japanese version of the game, It remains as normal breeding of genders. Reception[
edit ] Each of the games in the Dragon Quest Monsters series has met praise by critics. Each game has sold
well in Japan. The latest installment of the subseries â€” Joker â€” is a perfect example. In Japan, Dragon
Warrior Monsters sold 2. Joker sold , units in the first four days after release in Japan.
Chapter 4 : List of Dragon-Type monsters | Yu-Gi-Oh! | FANDOM powered by Wikia
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Encyclopedia Mythologica: Dragons and Monsters Pop-Up [Matthew Reinhart, Robert Sabuda] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In a breathtaking grand finale, the world's mythical
pop-up masters unleash monsters and dragons that have prowled countrysides and imaginations for centuries.

Chapter 5 : Dragon | Monster Girl Encyclopedia Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Dragons are among the most popular type of fantasy monster known calendrierdelascience.com legendary creatures
have appeared in the myths and folklore of many cultures over the centuries and have appeared in all aspects of
modern media as well.

Chapter 6 : Dragon Quest Monsters: Terry's Wonderland SP now available in Japan - Gematsu
Elder Dragons are species in Monster Hunter World (MHW).Species refers to the classification of different Monsters
within the ecosystem, and determine certain characteristics of the monsters, their habitat and their actions.

Chapter 7 : Monster Book | Puzzle & Dragons Database
Dragon Quest Monsters is a spin-off series of the Dragon Quest games. Published by Square Enix (formerly Enix), it
sets the player in a medieval/fantasy world filled with magic, monsters and knights.

Chapter 8 : Holy Crap! Nerdarchyâ€™s Top 10 Scariest Dungeons and Dragons Monsters (Part 1) â€“ Ner
Home â€º The Game â€º Monsters. Monsters. Bezekira. Hobgoblin. Sahuagin. Blue Dragon Dungeons & Dragons
Online and Wizards of the Coast and their respective logos.

Chapter 9 : Category:Monsters | Dragon's Dogma Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
D&D monsters give your hero a vast array of challenges to overcome. The sinister mind flayer is waiting patiently to eat
your brains, while the gelatinous cube shambles through dungeons digesting nearly everything in its path.
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